NOBEL
kronen cash.* In March, 1865, Alfred Nobel finally left Sweden
and settled in Hamburg, as has already been stated, where he
succeeded in starting a factory at Kriimmcl. He lived there for
the next few years except when he was travelling. In the autumn
of 1865 he went to Italy, but had no success in that country, and
writing home from Turin he said that a London firm had under-
taken to sell the English patent for to per cent commission, but
that he had no confidence in the scheme. In November he went
to England himself in order to settle the business, but his efforts
proved unsuccessful, and as we shall soe, it was not until after six
years of negotiation that an English Company was founded.
In the ause of France awl Austria, Immamiel Nobel had asked
a friend of the family, the well-known railway engineer, Count von
Rosen, to undertake the negotiations. But Alfred seems at the
beginning of 1865 himself to have applied to Austrian financiers,
for in April of that year his mother wrote to him: " What is
happening with Austria, is there anything doing there ? " Mean-
while Nobel, Winkler, and Dr« Bandmann, were carrying on the
negotiations from Hamburg, and were delivering samples to
Bohemian mines. In 1868 Alfred Nobel & Co. of Hamburg set
up a dynamite factory at Zamky near Prague. The Austrian
sapper officer Trauzl played a conspicuous part in the introduction
into Austria of the new explosive dynamite; he himself became
famous as an inventor in this field, and as a pioneer in the working
out of methods for investigating explosives.
Alfred Nobel directed his attention quite early to the United
States of America, as offering the prospect of providing an
important market for his explosives. His partner in Hamburg,
Dr, Bandmann, brought him into touch with a " Colonel " Biirsten-
* As far as is known this Is the only instance in which Alfred Nobel sold a patent
out and out for cash; it was probably owing to the fact that both he and hia patents
were in urgent need of money at the time. Otherwise he always made some kind of
a share in the exploitation of nis inventions a condition of the sale*
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